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Computer Reach is humanitarian computer outreach that began in 2001 as a volunteer based team 
dedicated to the recycling and redistribution of discarded computers from schools, businesses and homes 
all over Western Pennsylvania. Today we continue to serve people with computers all over the USA and 
internationally, powered by our large volunteer base and philanthropy from those who share our mission to 
educate the world and prevent electronic waste simultaneously, one recycled computer at a time.

Ownership Agreement for Computers
( rules you must follow to keep your donated computers )

First, we want to Thank You for choosing to take care of  these donated 
computers that have passed through the caring hands of the original 
owners, then handed over to volunteer teams at Goodwill of Southwestern 
Pennsylvania, then obtained by our  public charity Computer Reach, then 
tested/cleaned thoroughly by workers at  Easter Seals of Western 
Pennsylvania and then sent back to Computer Reach to our team for the 
final steps of humanitarian outreach for the students at your school/center.

1. Do not remove or replace the software (Apple or Linux).  Keep 
the equipment at the school/center. 
 Your support team can support only this software. This software 
and hardware are for school and educational public use. This 
software is not for individual use outside of the school/center.

2. Support of the computers, the computer teacher, and users 
Support is coordinated by the local computer user group. Email the 
support email on the Computer Reach label taped to the computer. 
That label must remain in place at all times. That label must be 
referenced for any support of your school/center. 

3. Repair/replacement of the computer if problems occur. 
Repair or replacement should be arranged with the local computer 
user group. The user group will donate their services to help your 
school/center. If the software or hardware has been changed, the 
computer will be removed.

4. Disposal of computers deemed unrepairable /end of life 
Disposal will be determined by the local computer user group. 
Computers must not be thrown away in any trash dump or landfill. 
Proper eWaste handling and recycling must take place. Only 
Computer Reach computers are covered in this eWaste agreement. 
Other stolen or damaged computers are not covered. 

5. Communication with your local computer user group
Continued communication is essential to support your growth. 
Please keep in touch with emails and photos of your successes. If we 
see success we can provide more computers.

School Site leader name/signature/date:    

____________________________________________Date ___ /___ /___

Computer leader name/signature/date:

____________________________________________Date ___ /___ /___
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